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Covering the Costs

Caroline M. Hoxby

Most Americans, whether employers or parents or people who 
do business internationally, recognize that our students’ achieve-
ment is mismatched with our economy. The growing sectors of 
our economy are highly skill-intensive, and only the shrinking sec-
tors require unskilled laborers. Yet, as evinced by scores on the 
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), the share of 
our population that is capable of performing highly skilled jobs is 
no greater than it was forty years ago. Our students’ achievement 
is mediocre compared to the achievement of the people world-
wide with whom they will have to compete for jobs in the future. 
For instance, American fifteen-year-olds scored below the aver-
age in mathematics in 2009 among students in member nations 
of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD). They merely scored at the average in reading.1 Moreover, 
in the future, US students will not compete only with OECD stu-
dents. They will compete with millions of people from countries 
like India and China where the number of well-educated young 
adults is growing very rapidly.
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150  Covering the Costs

The recognition that American students must improve is not 
enough, however. The United States needs to find the methods and 
the resources to make the improvements. In this paper, I examine 
some of the methods that hold the greatest promise and argue that 
they are affordable with the resources we already have.

If the past few decades are anything to go by, we might scoff 
at the idea of improving American students’ skills at no additional 
cost. From 1970 to 2010, per-pupil expenditure on public ele-
mentary and secondary education rose by 327 percent in dollars 
adjusted for inflation.2 Over the same period, high school students’ 
scores on the NAEP rose not at all. In reading, they scored 285.2 
in 1971 and 296 in 2008. In mathematics, they scored 304 in 1973 
and 306 in 2008.3 In other words, achievement stubbornly failed to 
improve even when we “improved” schools in ways that required 
enormous increases in resources. Why, then, should we think that 
we might now be able to raise achievement without additional 
resources?

The answer is that, now, we are contemplating very differ-
ent methods of improving schools. These methods are not only 
much more promising than the “improvements” conducted in 
the past. They are also more likely to pay for themselves because 
they move money toward the people who, and schools that, 
actually raise achievement and—crucially—move it away from 
those that do not. Put another way, these new methods tend 
to align resources with effectiveness, much as private markets 
do. Because these methods push schools into greater alignment 
with the private sector, the realignments are not only feasible 
but sustainable over the long term. This makes them differ fun-
damentally from previous “improvements” that required across-
the-board increases in spending or that required omniscient 
regulators who somehow command-and-control in opposition 
to market forces.
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Before we get to the new methods that can potentially pay for 
themselves, however, one might ask why containing cost growth 
in K–12 education is more important now than in the past. First 
and most important, skills are the crucial input for our growth 
industries. If the United States can only produce skills at much 
greater expense than other countries can, it will lose its compar-
ative advantage in high-skill industries. Jobs in those industries 
will drain away to other countries with lower costs of producing 
skills. This is basic economics, and it matters much more than in 
decades past when few other countries produced educated people. 
Second, many Americans are disillusioned and exhausted by calls 
for further increases in education spending. They refuse to keep 
“throwing money at the problem.” Third, for the last forty years, 
US schools have not been accurately reporting the true growth in 
their education spending. They have promised increasingly gener-
ous pensions to teachers and other staff members and put insuffi-
cient money into the trust funds intended to pay those pensions. 
The pensions are now due and will continue to be paid for decades. 
As a result, even if spending on current students does not rise at 
all, spending on public education will rise substantially simply to 
meet pension obligations to retired staff. Finally, rising health care 
costs have been crowding out education spending in government 
budgets for more than twenty years. They will continue to do so 
because of the aging of the population—even if health care infla-
tion abates. All in all, it would be foolhardy to suggest that we 
improve US education via methods that require further, substantial 
increases in spending.

What are these new methods of improving American education 
that are both more promising than past methods and that can plau-
sibly pay for themselves? They are:

 i. school choice and competition,
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 ii. rewarding teachers based on their value-added, and

 iii. using technology to substitute for routine instruction  
and to customize instruction

What This Paper Is and Is Not About

It is the goal of this paper to outline what is feasible given the 
resources we have and what we know about methods of raising 
achievement. My goal is to describe financial models whereby 
schools could realize improvements without needing additional 
resources. In that sense, it is a realistic paper.

However, it is not the goal of this paper to predict or be con-
strained by the bastardized policies that fallible politicians often 
enact when they bow to pressures from lobbyists, public sector 
unions, fundraisers, and other interest groups. Politicians often 
misuse resources to pay for support, bribe opponents to be silent, 
or “grandfather” ineffective programs. They create programs with 
elements that undermine the intended policy—sometimes through 
mere incompetence, other times because some interest group pre-
fers that the program self-destruct. While papers on the politics of 
education and the misuses of government funds are important for 
understanding the forces opposed to true reform, relentless atten-
tion to such topics obscures the possibilities for raising American 
students’ skills.

Furthermore, this paper does not attempt a comprehensive 
review of the evidence on the effectiveness of the three improve-
ment methods listed above. Nor does this paper attempt to “get 
into the weeds” of policies such as exactly how value-added can 
best be estimated. There are many papers that cover such topics.

Rather, the focus is novel: do logic and the available evidence 
suggest that new, promising methods of improving achievement 
can be implemented within current education budgets? The phrase 
“available evidence” is important. This paper does not purport 
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to offer definitive evidence. Indeed, one of the goals of this paper 
is to suggest what evidence we need to gather via future policy 
experiments and future research.

Rewarding and Employing Teachers  
Based on Their Value-Added

In recent years, researchers have demonstrated that individual 
teachers differ substantially in their value-added—their propen-
sity to raise students’ achievement. For our purposes, the key take-
aways from the research are as follows:

 1. A teacher who is in the top 10 percent of the current distribu-
tion of value-added raises student achievement by several times 
what a teacher in the bottom 10 percent does.4

 2. If all US teachers had value-added equal to what the current top 
10 percent has, the average American student would achieve 
at the level of students whose parents have incomes in the top 
10 percent of the family income distribution. This is approxi-
mately equivalent to the level at which the average student in 
Singapore achieves.5

 3. Even after a single year of teaching, we can predict a teach-
er’s value-added sufficiently well that the retention decision can 
be made at that point. Two years of teaching experience adds 
information, but subsequent years of teaching add little to our 
predictions.6

 4. After the first few years of teaching (during which most teach-
ers’ value-added rises, apparently through on-the-job learning), 
a teacher’s value-added remains fairly stable.7

 5. Teachers’ measured value-added based on students’ test scores 
is highly correlated with their measured value-added based on 
long-term outcomes such as students’ earnings, employment, 
and college attainment.8
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 6. Teachers’ value-added on students’ non-cognitive outcomes, 
such as truancy, attendance, and disciplinary incidents, can be 
measured and gives therefore a better fix on how teachers affect 
long-term outcomes.9

 7. Teachers with master’s degrees do not have systemically higher 
value-added. If anything, the evidence suggests that master’s 
degrees are associated with lower value-added.10

 8. There are almost no credentials that predict a teacher’s value-
added, with the exception that individuals who attended a more 
selective college tend to have higher value-added. This is pre-
sumably due not only to their higher aptitude and better edu-
cation but also to the fact that selective colleges admit students 
in a fairly holistic way that rewards leadership, motivation, 
and similar traits.11

 9. There is evidence that teachers improve their value-added when 
exposed to other teachers who have high value-added and 
when they are offered pay based on their value-added.12

Suppose that we wanted to have a pay system that attained the 
goal that all teachers (except the brand new, untried ones) would 
have value-added in the range we currently see among the top 
10 percent of teachers (hereafter: “high value-added teachers”). A 
well-designed pay system would achieve this both through selec-
tion (getting the right individuals to become and stay teachers) and 
through incentives (giving teachers incentives to raise their value-
added). What would such a system look like? First, within teach-
ing, pay would be aligned with value-added. This would provide 
the right incentives for improvement. Second, to ensure that high 
value-added individuals select into teaching, their pay would have 
to be competitive with alternative jobs that they could obtain. Since 
the evidence suggests that people who can be high value-added 
teachers are also better at other jobs, we should assume that their 
alternative jobs will be those that a baccalaureate degree holder 
with above-average aptitude, college quality, and motivation could 
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obtain. Note that these are not the alternative jobs that most cur-
rent teachers now take if they leave teaching. This is because most 
current teachers have aptitude and college quality well below aver-
age among baccalaureate degree holders.

Consider some private sector occupations that are filled by peo-
ple with baccalaureate or more education (but not a professional 
degree or PhD): accountants, compensation and benefits managers, 
computer programmers, editors, landscape architects and survey-
ors, property managers, occupational therapists, regional planners, 
public relations specialists, and buyers for major retail stores. These 
people are all paid based on their productivity and rewarded by 
private sector employers for their intelligence, motivation, and abil-
ity to work with other people. Benjamin Scafidi, David Sjoquist, 
and Todd Stinebrickner show that only about 5 percent of peo-
ple who leave teaching ultimately take a job along these lines.13 
Sara Champion, Annalisa Mastri, and Kathryn Shaw show that 
the teachers who leave for such jobs are those whose value-added in 
teaching is unusually high.14

Let us say, then, that any high value-added teacher’s  com- 
pensation—pay plus benefits—must be equal to the average for 
full-time workers in these occupations.15 Their average annual com-
pensation was $89,989 in the 2009–10 school year (the most recent 
year for which full financial data on US schools are available).16 
Suppose that, by employing value-added-based pay and creating 
the right selection and incentives, US schools were able to attain a 
teaching workforce almost entirely composed of high value-added 
teachers. Would they have sufficient money to pay compensation 
of $89,989 to all teachers except untried, new ones? The answer 
is “yes” with current budgets. In the 2009–10 school year, pub-
lic schools paid $275.3 billion in compensation (wages, salaries, 
payments for benefits) to instructors and employed 3,123,957 full-
time equivalent classroom teachers.17 This is $88,132 per teacher—
enough to pay 95 percent of teachers the competitive compensation 
of $89,989 and pay the remaining 5 percent of teachers (presumably 
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the untried ones) compensation of about $53,000. If, by employing 
only high value-added teachers, schools could eliminate instruc-
tional support staff (people who are not certified instructors but 
who help with instructional improvement, curriculum develop-
ment, staff training, and the like), the average teacher might be 
paid $94,177 out of current budgets.18

Keep in mind that no adjustment has been made for the fact 
that teachers’ contract hours are only about 1,200 hours per year 
(about 0.6 of full-time) and that teaching jobs have work hours, 
work locations, and vacation timing that allow them to avoid child 
care costs that the typical full-time worker must bear. Thus, it is 
generous to assume that they need to be compensated like some-
one who works full time. I have made such generous assumptions 
because high value-added teachers may actually work a good many 
more hours than their contract hours.

One might wonder how it is possible that US public schools 
could, within their current budgets, pay teachers in a manner that 
is so competitive with private sector rewards. The main expla-
nation is that although high value-added teachers are currently 
underpaid, low value-added teachers who have high seniority, mas-
ter’s degrees, and other paper credentials are systemically overpaid 
relative to their alternative jobs. They have no incentive to leave 
teaching, therefore. They also have no incentive to improve their 
value-added. Low value-added teachers absorb so much of the total 
compensation budget that little is left for high value-added starting 
teachers, who are not only underpaid if they do teach but who tend 
to leave teaching as a result. A second, less important explanation 
is that a non-trivial share of instructional compensation goes to 
people who are not classroom teachers but who provide some form 
of instructional “assistance.” Randomized controlled trials sug-
gest that such assistants add little or no value in terms of student 
achievement.19 As a logical matter, this may be because principals 
often steer incompetent teachers into non-classroom instructional 
jobs. That is, such jobs act as “holding tanks” for ineffective teach-
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ers who have not been dismissed—sometimes because of formal 
barriers to dismissal but more often because there is no norm of 
dismissal for mere incompetence.

Importantly, a system in which teachers are compensated in a 
manner that is fully competitive with their private sector alterna-
tives would be highly sustainable. This is a major but often under-
appreciated benefit of education reforms that move schools in the 
direction of managing themselves as private organizations do. This 
is in contrast to well-meaning but starry-eyed educational meth-
ods that depend on school personnel being so altruistic or specially 
attuned to teaching that they are rare or ignore the fact that they are 
undercompensated.

Employing Technology to Enrich Instruction  
and Substitute for Mundane Instruction

The combination of modern computing, software, and the Internet 
has led various researchers and commentators to suggest that tech-
nology could substantially improve American education. The evi-
dence on this front is still very slight, owing mainly to the absence 
of evidence from randomized controlled trials or similarly robust 
policy experiments.20 However, there is fairly compelling logic to 
the claim. The logic is that current technology allows students 
to interact with course materials in a highly individuated way (as 
opposed to a non-individuated textbook, say), to obtain instant 
feedback and diagnosis in some subject areas (for instance, on 
mathematics problems), and to gain access to a rich array of aux-
iliary information via hyperlinks. Technology should also allow 
teachers and administrators to track students’ progress—on some 
types of assessments, at least—fairly easily.

Suppose that we accept the idea that modern technology 
can enhance instruction and improve achievement. We must 
still grapple with the question of whether it can pay for itself. 
We ought not to be overly sanguine because previous waves of 
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technology—television, instructional films, telephony, audio-visual 
machines, photocopying, central computers, and computers on 
teachers’ desktops—appear simply to have added to schools’ costs. 
When they were introduced, it was often argued that they would 
substitute for mundane instructional or logistical tasks and thus 
pay for themselves via reductions in school staff. It is nearly impos-
sible to find evidence of this, given the unrelenting increase in the 
ratio of school staff to pupils over the years in which such technol-
ogy was introduced.

What makes current technology more likely to generate cost 
savings than, say, television or instructional films? The key distinc-
tion is the degree of interactivity—which boils down to the claim 
that students can be “hooked” by software that responds to them 
in a way that they cannot be “hooked” by technology that allows 
them to be passive. Thus, the technology can keep them productive 
and engaged for non-trivial periods of time—periods that staff can 
allocate to other students and other tasks. Indeed, since almost no 
one claims that technology can substitute for some instructional 
tasks—motivating children, organizing projects, teaching higher 
level writing skills, diagnosing learning problems in a manner that 
requires empathy—the logic of modern technology is that staff 
should focus on the non-substitutable activities. They can then 
be spread more thinly among students because each student only 
needs to engage in non-substitutable activities for part of each day. 
This is known as the hybrid model—that is, a school in which stu-
dents work with teachers part of the time and work on individual 
computers the remaining time.

As a logical matter, a hybrid school could improve achievement 
within current educational budgets. It just has to be the case that 
the necessary and substantial investments in technology (comput-
ers, networking, software, technology maintenance staff) are off-
set by reductions in other staff costs. This seems possible, but can 
it occur in practice?
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Unfortunately, there is a paucity of hybrid schools in the United 
States owing to the newness of the hybrid model.21 Since it is impos-
sible to describe a large, representative sample of the hybrid schools 
that will probably exist in the future (since they do not exist now), 
it makes sense to take a case study approach and analyze one net-
work of schools on which detailed, accurate financial information 
is available: the Rocketship schools located in Santa Clara County, 
California.

The Rocketship schools are hybrid schools that serve students 
who are largely poor and Hispanic or black. They attain some 
of the highest scores for students from such backgrounds among 
California schools.22 Their students spend part of each day in a 
“learning lab” in which they work on computers. The schools also 
use computer-based technology for curricular enrichment, diagno-
sis, and tracking progress. (Although the Rocketship schools are 
charter schools and largely admit students via lottery, they have 
not yet been evaluated using lottery-based methods. Thus, some of 
their high performance may be due to motivated or able students’ 
self-selecting into them. However, what really interests us here is 
their financial model.)

The Rocketship schools have current per-pupil expenditures 
equal to 79 percent of that of traditional public schools in their 
county: $7,492 for Rocketship and $9,463 per school year for 
the other schools.23 How do they manage this? First, their ratio 
of pupils to classroom teachers is 30.5 while the traditional pub-
lic schools’ is 21.6. Thus, Rocketship schools need only two teach-
ers for every three teachers whom the traditional public schools 
need. According to their accounts, this entire reduction is attained 
by means of computers being used for mundane instruction and 
practice of skills. Second, Rocketship schools spend a much lower 
share of their budget on the wages and salaries of non-teachers: 
12.7 percent as opposed to 32.6 percent. This is largely because 
they have approximately one non-teaching staff member for every 
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three such people at traditional public schools. The schools’ expla-
nation is that they have less need for administrators and support 
staff because technology performs many of the tracking and paper-
work tasks that such people perform in traditional public schools.24

So far we have compared Rocketship to the traditional public 
schools only on the basis of current expenditures which include 
some spending for technology (software licenses, network access, 
staff for maintaining technology, and the like) but which do not 
include spending on computer hardware. However, in Santa Clara 
County, total capital outlay expenditure was $1,322 per pupil in 
the 2009–10 school year. It is simply not plausible that Rocketship 
spent a similar amount on capital that it would need regardless of 
whether it adopted a hybrid model (that is, the same sort of build-
ings and equipment that the traditional public schools have) and 
then spent an additional $1,971 per pupil on just the equipment 
needed for its hybrid model. With that additional expenditure, 
Rocketship could purchase two computers and associated network-
ing equipment for every student every year. (In fact, if it did do this, 
it would be unable to count the computers as capital expenditures 
because capital must have a working life of more than a year.)

In other words, it is clear that Rocketship is able to use a hybrid 
model of instruction while staying well within the total per-pupil 
budget of local, traditional public schools.

The hybrid model is probably not the only reason why Rock-
etship schools have lower per-pupil current expenditure. They are 
charter schools so they have stronger incentives to use their funds 
efficiently than traditional public schools. They also have greater 
management autonomy than most traditional public schools.25 
These are points that I take up in the next section. However, the 
Rocketship financial model is a proof-of-concept. That is, it is proof 
that it is possible to reduce staff sufficiently by means of technol-
ogy that the technology pays for itself—without apparent harm to 
(indeed, with apparent benefits for!) achievement. It is this question 
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that was the main source of doubt—not the question of whether 
technology could be used to enhance or individuate instruction.

Choice and Competition

The best available evidence, which is based on comparing students 
who are randomly “lotteried-in” and attend choice schools to stu-
dents who are randomly “lotteried-out” and attend traditional 
public schools, indicates that charter schools and vouchers raise 
student achievement.26 Moreover, the typical choice school in the 
United States—a charter school—has per-pupil spending less than 
half that of the average traditional public school.27 Private schools 
involved in voucher systems also spend far less than the average 
traditional public school.28 Thus, the most straightforward look at 
the facts suggests that choice schools have both higher value-added 
in achievement and lower costs.

Why should we be unsurprised by this dual attainment, as a 
logical matter? The answer is that choice creates a greater demand 
for schools that students prefer. Competition ensures that the sup-
ply side will generate more seats in schools that can efficiently pro-
duce what students prefer and fewer seats in schools that produce 
it inefficiently. That choice must be combined with competition is 
a point missed by many commentators, but it is crucial to the dis-
cussion of costs in this paper because it is supply-side forces that 
ultimately determine schools’ productivity and the affordability of 
education.

Owing to the numerous programs that use the word “choice” 
without adhering to the basic tenets of the idea, it is worth recall-
ing that all true choice and competition reforms:

 1. Attempt to make schools more productive by:

A. Forcing them to compete for students and the funding that 
follows them
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B. Giving them autonomy to manage how they add value—

that is, affect students’ outcomes

 2. Confine government intervention in K–12 education to:

A. Ensuring that schools compete on an even playing field

B. Ensuring that families have accurate information on how 
schools affect students’ outcomes (information on effects, 
not merely on outcomes)

C. Ensuring that individual students can make the investments 
in their own human capital that will pay off

When a choice and competition reform has a design that imple-
ments these ideals (something that is very feasible but requires 
detail beyond the scope of this paper), it gives schools strong incen-
tives to raise their benefit-to-cost ratios and unbinds the constraints 
that prevent some schools from doing this now.29 With better infor-
mation and funding that follows students, families are more aware 
of schools’ benefits and costs. Since families do not reward schools 
for wasting resources on programs that do not benefit their chil-
dren, schools are under pressure to eliminate unproductive pro-
grams, teachers, and work rules. Schools are also under pressure 
to adopt innovations that create efficiencies or raise achievement 
per dollar spent. Schools can be more productive when families are 
able to match their children’s educational needs to schools’ peda-
gogical strengths.

Because choice and competition represent such a thoroughgo-
ing change in schools’ incentives and constraints, we expect to see 
schools change on numerous dimensions that raise their benefit-to-
cost ratios. For instance, it should come as no surprise that charter 
schools have been pioneers in paying teachers based on their perfor-
mance and in using the hybrid model of technology in instruction.30

Consider a few other ways in which choice schools often man-
age their budgets differently to produce higher value-added than 
traditional public schools do.
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First, recognizing that most teachers do not improve their 
value-added once they have experience of about four years, choice 
schools frequently employ numerous less-experienced teachers in 
combination with a “leaven” of highly skilled master teachers who 
are not only more experienced but who are good at conveying the 
fruits of their wisdom to the less-experienced teachers. This system 
allows a choice school to pay teachers in a manner that is highly 
competitive with traditional public schools and the private sector: 
there is more money for less-experienced teachers because money 
is not wasted on giving seniority pay to teachers who are no more 
productive. This system also allows a choice school to keep highly 
 effective teachers involved in instruction, rather than inducing 
them to choose an administrative job in which they earn higher sal-
aries but leave teaching.

Second, choice schools often rethink the school year and day. 
Traditional public schools spend considerable effort ensuring that 
the number of hours that a teacher is in the classroom is below some 
amount, that her hours for preparation are above some amount, 
that the days in the school year are below some amount, and that 
professional development days are above some amount. In con-
trast, many choice schools recognize that students’ achievement 
can be directly affected by the hours and days they spend on school 
grounds, in the school’s custodial care (not necessarily in instruc-
tion), and on fundamental tasks like reading. Thus, it is not unusual 
to see choice schools experiment with year-round calendars; school 
days that start early and end late; and school days that contain 
substantial periods for meals, homework, and play. Choice schools 
often make these changes pay for themselves by substituting non-
teachers for teachers efficiently (when instruction is not going on), 
by reducing losses associated with students taking books and mate-
rials home, and by reducing the need for remediation and disabled 
instruction.

Third, recognizing that diagnostic assessment is inherently 
inexpensive (owing to the massive economies of scale associated 
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with modern testing, especially computer-adaptive testing), choice 
schools often give their students frequent, short assessments that 
provide near-instant diagnostic information about students’ learn-
ing gaps. This allows teachers to modify their instruction, revisit 
confusing topics, and provide remediation in real time. This is in 
contrast to many traditional public schools that feel so burdened 
by assessment that they “save it” for the annual state mandatory 
exam that generates results with such a long lag that they are use-
less for instructional adjustments in real time. It also appears that 
traditional public schools are unwilling to move even modest parts 
of their budgets to assessment (which is cheap but has no natu-
ral lobby) and from—say—staff compensation (expensive but has 
a lobby).

So far I have emphasized the tendency of choice schools to save 
money or, at least, get more with the same budget. However, there 
are some items that might cost more in a system with true choice 
and competition. First, we might expect school facilities to need 
some excess capacity if schools are to shrink and expand with stu-
dents’ demand for them. Second, we might expect additional trans-
portation costs if students are not constrained to attend schools 
based purely on geographic attendance zones. Third, we might 
expect some costs associated with making information on schools’ 
effects available to families in a user-friendly way.

Regarding the capacity issue, the areas in which choice pro-
grams play the largest role (Washington, DC, New York City, 
Chicago, and so on) have facilities expenditures that are no higher 
per pupil than areas in which choice plays no role.31 As a logi-
cal matter, this is because they have re-purposed (often as char-
ter schools) school buildings from which enrollment was draining 
because families disliked the school in question. However, deliber-
ate systems of re-purposing, which make a great deal of sense, are 
only needed when existing buildings have exhausted their excess 
capacity. The most recent, representative data indicate that 59 per-
cent of US schools have excess capacity of at least 5 percent. About 
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40 percent of schools have excess capacity greater than 20 percent. 
Thus, the system could easily allow much more flexibility in enroll-
ment than it does currently. Indeed, even among the 18 percent of 
schools that house more students than they were designed to house, 
about half are only temporarily “over-enrolled” owing to renova-
tion. And, portable buildings (which often house administrative 
offices and storage rather than classrooms) have proven to be a 
highly efficient way of allowing schools to change size smoothly.32

School transportation costs in cities—like Washington, DC, 
New York City, and Chicago—with prevalent choice are not higher 
on a per-pupil basis than in cities with no choice.33 However, such 
cities are not representative of the United States: they are densely 
populated and have high-coverage systems of public transportation. 
In order to consider more typical areas, let us compare Pennsylvania 
and Ohio. These states have comparable shares of their students 
in private schools and charter schools but Pennsylvania provides 
school bus transportation for private and charter school students 
whereas Ohio does not. Yet, Pennsylvania does not spend more 
per student on school transportation than Ohio does, regardless of 
whether we adjust for factors like population density.34 Logically, 
this is because the vast majority of stops on a school bus route 
are at points where students are picked up or dropped off, not at 
schools (which are relatively few, even in an area where choice is 
prevalent).

Computing schools’ value-added and other effects on outcomes 
may be somewhat beyond the typical person, but making the com-
putations costs a trivial amount relative to education budgets. 
This is because the computations rely on administrative data that 
are gathered already. Even the latest value-added evidence, which 
shows that teachers’ value-added can be measured in terms of stu-
dents’ non-academic outcomes (such as attendance and discipline) 
and long-run outcomes (such as college-going), can be compiled at 
so little cost that no more than 0.1 percent (one-tenth of 1 percent) 
of a state’s total education budget could plausibly be absorbed.35 
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Moreover, providing parents with information on schools costs 
very little. New York City, in which all prospective ninth grad-
ers must submit a preference-ordered list of high schools, is widely 
recognized for its successful system of informing families about 
their options, partly through written or online communications 
and partly through local “choice” centers where families consult 
individual counselors. Other cities, such as San Francisco, Boston, 
Charlotte-Mecklenberg, North Carolina, and London, have sim-
ilar programs to disseminate information. In no case does such a 
program account for even 0.1 percent of the local education bud-
get. Simply put, disseminating information is very inexpensive. 
This is because, logically, it is an activity in which there are enor-
mous economies of scale.

Summing up, choice and competition reforms do impose 
some costs, but they are minor relative to the sources of cost 
 saving—which arise through thoroughgoing incentives to improve 
productivity.

Virtuous Circles

We have already seen that choice and competition give incentives 
to schools to be productive—that is, to adopt educational methods 
that deliver benefits disproportionate to their costs. As a result, we 
see in practice that choice schools are more likely to reward teach-
ers based on their performance, use technology in hybrid instruc-
tion, and so on. But the complementarity between the new methods 
of improving education goes deeper than such joint adoption.

Fundamentally, all of the new methods we consider in this 
paper move schools closer to the incentives and rewards that arise 
in the private sector. Once a school starts down this path, the pro-
ductivity of various people and inputs becomes much more obvi-
ous and many decisions may be reconsidered. In contrast, the 
 command-and-control methods and the arbitrary rewards that 
currently prevail in the traditional public schools tend to obscure 
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the productivity differences among different policies. As a result, 
many policies in the traditional public schools do not hold up under 
 benefits-versus-costs scrutiny.

To see this, consider a concrete example. Suppose that a 
school breaks free from the current system of paying teachers 
solely on their credentials and seniority and begins to pay them 
based on their productivity (their effects on students’ outcomes, 
broadly construed). Then, a school may realize that teachers who 
can work smoothly with technology are able to instruct more stu-
dents because hybrid classrooms work well for them. Therefore, 
the school may offer teachers more pay if they show themselves to 
be apt at hybrid instruction. As a result, the school will tend to fill 
up with teachers who are good with technology. Those who are not 
will go elsewhere. But, once the school is filled with  technology- 
enabled teachers, it may realize that it would be productive to 
invest in even better technology—perhaps technology that allows 
students to submit homework via computer or that allows teach-
ers to communicate efficiently with parents. With such technology 
in hand, the school may find it productive to rethink its school 
day or alter its evaluation system. Perhaps students complete more 
homework at the school. Perhaps evaluations should be more fre-
quent or problem-based. The point is that once every policy’s ben-
efits and costs are considered before it is adopted (or maintained), 
new methods that improve productivity will be routinely adopted.

Schools that not only increase achievement but do so in the 
most productive manner create the foundation for skill-based eco-
nomic growth.

The Need for New Research

The first generation of research on teachers’ value-added, technol-
ogy, and choice focused—for good reason—on simple demonstra-
tions of efficacy. Do teachers actually differ in their value-added? 
Do they respond at all to rewards? Does some technology raise 
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achievement? Does a student who attends a choice school learn 
more than one who is lotteried-out? And so on.

Such research plays a crucial role. Without it, policymakers 
would have little basis for suggesting the expansion of new meth-
ods. Nevertheless, the first generation of research typically left the 
financial side of the methods very vague—partly because the policy 
trials being analyzed often had arbitrary, even bizarre, financing. 
For instance, in the few policy trials that exist, the size of rewards 
for teachers was selected quite arbitrarily—not on a scientific basis 
designed to maximize the benefits for the costs. Similarly, choice 
schools are funded in different ways and to different degrees in dif-
ferent cities and states. Often, we can make no sense of why similar 
states fund their choice schools at such different levels. There are 
also choice schools that are so poorly funded—for instance, vouch-
ers equal to one-sixth of local per-pupil funding—that it is impossi-
ble to extrapolate from their experience to system-wide choice and 
competition. Schools’ technology adoption has often been funded 
by large federal grants that give schools strong incentives to adopt 
the technology that is “free” under the grant rather than the tech-
nology that would most improve their students’ learning.

Indeed, in this paper, we have seen that there is often little 
research on exactly how pay should change with performance, 
on how hybrid instruction should be funded, and on exactly what 
amount of funding should follow each student in a choice and com-
petition environment. Future research needs to fill these gaps for 
several reasons.

First, reforms that are fundamentally intended to move schools 
closer to the incentives and constraints of the private sector need 
to get the finances right. It would be bizarre to say that finan-
cial incentives should play an important role, yet the amounts of 
the incentives should be determined by guessing. Second, policy-
makers who are fortunate enough to have the support to enact 
important school reforms often find themselves in a quandary when 
setting actual amounts. Researchers often help policymakers set up 
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the framework of a new system—for instance, by estimating teach-
ers’ value-added—but then beg ignorance when asked for money 
amounts (such as how much more a teacher should be paid if her 
value-added is at the ninetieth percentile). The result is that a pol-
icy that might work well ends up with a bad financial design and 
it fails—even though everyone’s intentions were good. This often 
leaves a bad taste, making it harder to enact future reforms. Third, 
as emphasized in this paper, the new methods of improving schools 
are all systemic methods at heart—that is, they rely on changing 
incentives and constraints system-wide. To see this, contrast a pol-
icy that alters the entire way in which teachers are paid to a policy 
that introduces a new textbook (a non-systemic method). The new 
textbook policy will interact in limited ways with other school pol-
icies, but the new way of paying teachers will interact with every 
other important school policy. Because such interactions are impor-
tant, we need much more information about the financial implica-
tions of each policy.

In short, this paper attempts to demonstrate that, with cur-
rent education budgets, we can afford new methods of improving 
schools—specifically those that move schools closer to private sec-
tor rewards and productivity. However, this demonstration also 
indicates that we need more research to get those rewards right.
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